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1 The Food Waste Index
Report 2021 compiled
by the United Nations

Environment Programme
(UNEP) and partner organi-
sation WRAP said that
around 931 mmillion ttons oof
food wwaste wwas ggenerated
globally iin 22019, 61% of
which came from house-
holds, 26% from food serv-
ice and 13% from retail

2 This suggests that 17
per cent of total
global food produc-

tion may be wasted," it
said. "The weight roughly
equals to that of 23 mmil-

lion ffully- lloaded 440-tton
trucks - bbumper-tto-
bumper, eenough tto ccircle
the EEarth sseven ttimes,"
the UN agency said

3 On a global per capita-
level, 121 kgs of con-
sumer level food is

wasted each year, with 74
kgs of this happening in
households, the UNEP said

4 The household food
waste estimate in the US
is 59 kg per capita per

year, or 19,359,951 tons a year,
while for China these estimates
are 64 kg per capita per year or
91,646,213 tons a year

HOW THE WORLD FARED

WHY IS IT IMPORTANT TO 
STOP FOOD WASTAGE

 Reducing food waste
would cut greenhouse gas
emissions, slow the

destruction of nature
through land conver-
sion and pollution,
enhance the availabil-
ity of food, and thus

reduce hunger and
save money at a
time of global
recession, feel

experts  The report
noted that with 690 mil-
lion people affected by
hunger in 2019, an 
estimate that is expect-
ed to rise sharply due to
the pandemic, and three
billion people unable to
afford a healthy diet,
consumers need to help
to reduce food waste at
home

That's the amount of food
India wasted in 2019,
according to a UN report. The
household food waste
estimate is 50 kg per capita
per year in India, it added.

The report looks at
the food waste that

occurs in retail outlets,
restaurants and

homes, counting both
food and inedible

parts like bones and shells, and
presents the most-comprehensive
food waste data collection, analy-
sis and modelling till date

HOW CAN WE
STOP IT
The report said that
countries can raise climate
ambition by including food
waste in Nationally-
Determined Contributions
to the Paris Agreement,
while strengthening food
security and cutting costs
to households. This would
make food waste preven-
tion also a primary area
for inclusion in Covid-19
recovery strategies

FOOD FOR
THOUGHT
Many people die of hunger every
year across the globe and yet 931
million tons of food was wasted the

world over in 2019. In India
too, where millions survive
at subsistence level, tons
of food is wasted. Experts

must suggest ways to get
out of this grim paradox or

at least minimise it. We also
need awareness campaigns on the
subject, both by the government
and by the civil society groups

Join our campaign# Zerowaste
and send in your ideas, poster,
slogan or anything related to the
topic at toinie175@gmail.com 

Top 3 entries will be
published in Times NIE!!!

THE IMPACT
The report said that food waste
has substantial environmen-
tal, social and economic
impacts. At a time when climate
action is still lagging, 8-10 per
cent of global greenhouse gas
emissions are associated with

food that is not consumed, when
losses before consumer level
are taken into account

68 MILLION 
TONS
Facebook testing feature to let
Indian users share Instagram

Reels on news feed 

Facebook Inc is testing a feature on Instagram that allows some con-
tent creators in India to share short video clips, known as Reels on
their Facebook accounts. 

 In the test, some Indian
users, who create the 30-sec-
ond-long Reels on Instagram,
will have the option of having
them recommended on

Facebook
 Additionally, the social
media giant said, it will have
its own version of the reels
feature on the main app. 

T he Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) will make a sec-
ond attempt to give India its first state-of-the art earth observa-
tion satellite by launching the Geo Imaging Satellite (Gisat-1) by

the end of this month or the first week of April. The launch of Gisat-1
was first scheduled for March 5, 2020, and was scrubbed minutes before
the 26-hour countdown was to begin on March 4, 2020.

 The satellite, which will add to
ISRO’s constellation of earth
observation satellites, will be
placed in the geosynchronous
equatorial orbit (GEO), and will
be launched on a GSLV. Once in
the GEO, it will subsequently be
positioned in geostationary orbit,
about 36,000km above the
Earth’s equator, using onboard
propulsion systems.
Designed to provide near real-

time images of large areas of
region of interest at frequent
intervals, the satellite will hold
the potential of even aiding the
country’s armed forces to plan
operations
Weighing 2,268 kg, the satellite
will also provide spectral signa-
tures for agriculture, forestry,
mineralogy, disaster warning,
cloud properties, snow, glaciers
and oceanography

Gisat-1 launch likely by early April;
satellite can aid military ops

TECH BUZZ

SCIENCE

1Instagram's Reels feature
is the company's version
of ByteDance's TikTok,

wherein users can record short
mobile-friendly videos, and add
special effects and soundtracks
pulled from a music library

2It was launched close on
the heels of TikTok's ban
in India June last year,

after the Chinese app created a
craze among Indian users for
short videos

3The success of TikTok has
prompted many social
media companies to add

short-video services to their
platforms, with Snap Inc's
Snapchat rolling out 'Spotlight'
last November

Amitabh Bachchan to be
felicitated with FIAF Award

Actor Amitabh Bachchan will be honoured with an
award by the International Federation of Film
Archives (FIAF). The veteran actor will be the

first Indian cinema personality to be bestowed with the
FIAF Award for his dedication and contribution to the
preservation of the world's film heritage. Hollywood film-
makers and previous recipients of the FIAF Award, Martin
Scorcese and Christopher Nolan, will present the award to
Bachchan during a virtual show-
case scheduled to take place
on March 19. The

FIAF is a
worldwide

organisation,
comprising
film archives
and museums
from across
the world

HONOUR

India’s GDP growth to be fastest in the world: OECD

I
ndia’s gross domestic
product (GDP) growth is
likely to rebound sharply

to 12.6 per cent in FY22, sup-
ported by strong fiscal and
quasi-fiscal measures, making
it the fastest-growing econo-
my in the world, the Paris-
based Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD) men-
tioned in its interim economic
outlook report. 

 “Activity moved above pre-pan-
demic levels in China, India, and
Turkey, helped by strong fiscal
and quasi-fiscal measures, and a
recovery in manufacturing and
construction,” the OECD said in
its report

 It expects India’s GDP to con-
tract 7.4 per cent in FY21, against
the December 2020 projection of
9.9 per cent shrinkage. The pro-

jection is more positive because
the Indian economy was officially
projected to decline by 8 per cent
in the current fiscal year

HOW CAN WE STOP
FOOD WASTAGE?



02 “Life is short, but there is always time 
enough for courtesy.”

RALPH WALDO EMERSON, POET
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Follow ‘5-a-day’
rule for longer,

healthier life
If you are scouting for a magic potion to live a

longer and healthy life, try five daily
servings of fruits and vegetables, in which
two are fruits and three are vegetables,
according to new research that combed
through studies representing nearly two
million adults globally.

servings each of
fruits and vegetables daily,
consumers likely get inconsis-
tent messages about what
defines optimal daily intake of fruits
and vegetables such as the recommended amount, and which
foods to include and avoid,” said lead study author Dong D
Wang, a member of the medical faculty at Harvard Medical
School.

Wang and colleagues
analysed data from two studies
including more than 100,000
adults who were followed for up
to 30 years.

For this analysis,
researchers also pooled data on
fruit and vegetable intake and
death from 26 studies that
included about 1.9 million par-

ticipants from 29 countries
and territories in North

and South America,
Europe, Asia, Africa

and Australia.
Analysis of

all studies revealed that intake of about five
servings of fruits and vegetables daily was
associated with the lowest risk of death.

“Eating more than five servings was
not associated with additional benefit.

Eating about two servings daily of
fruits and three servings daily

of vegetables was associated
with the greatest longevi-

ty,” said the study that
appeared in American
Heart Association’s jour-
nal ‘Circulation’.

Not all foods that
one might consider to
be fruits and vegeta-
bles offered the same
benefits. Example:

starchy vegetables,
like peas and pota-

toes were not asso-
ciated with reduced
risk of death from spe-

cific chronic diseases.
But, green leafy

vegetables and berries
offer those benefits. 

C
ompared to those who consumed two
servings of fruit and vegetables per
day, participants who consumed five
servings a day of fruits and veg-

etable had a 13 per cent lower risk of death
from all causes; a 12 per cent lower risk of
death from cardiovascular disease, includ-
ing heart disease and stroke; a 10 per cent
lower risk of death from cancer; and a 35
per cent lower risk of death from respira-
tory disease, such as chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease (COPD).

The study identifies an optimal intake
level of fruits and vegetables

and supports the evidence-
based,  public health mes-
sage of ‘5-a-day,’ meaning

people should ideally con-
sume five servings of fruit and

vegetable each day.
“While groups like
the American Heart

Association
recommend
four to five

Teach kids
difference between

Children are innocent souls who
need the right guidance and role
models in life. While they are
pure at heart, they have little
understanding of the difference
between things that are
necessary and those led by
desire. In such situations,
parents must intervene and help
their kids prioritise what they
need over what they want.

Needs vs Wants: What’s the
difference?
‘Needs’ are triggered by a sense of
urgency. For instance, food, shel-
ter, clothing are all things that
are necessary and people can-
not do without these basic
amenities.On the contrary,
‘wants’ are everything that one
desires but can be done without.
Of course, there are certain
things that can be listed down un-
der food, shelter and clothing, but
it may not be necessary or urgent at
all. For instance, luxury clothing, big
houses and junk foods are all a by-product of

what one wants and desires and not what

one needs. That said, deter-
mining what you need and

want can be difficult and
for children it can be all
the more challenging.
Therefore, here are
some ways you can
teach your kid the dif-
ference between ‘needs’
and ‘wants’.

Set an example
As a parent, you must be a role

model to your kid. Instead of
spending on less important things, teach

your kid the importance of immediate needs

over wants. Show
them how you can
keep your personal
wants aside to save
money for your family.

Teach your kids the
value of hard work
Your child should understand the value of hard
earned money. Do not give your child every-
thing they ask for. Instead make them earn it
through different reward systems. Whenever
you can, give them the opportunity to earn
their money and then give them the choice to
invest it in what they want.

Help them under-
stand what living
on a budget
means
Kids are too young to
understand budget
business. But making
them aware of how
you run your family on
a budget will only make
them more conscious and
aware of their spendings.

Make them prioritise
Your child may think they need

everything they desire, but
it is your job as a parent

to help them differen-
tiate between what
they need and what
they wish for.

Do not
limit

needs to
‘things’
When we think of
needs, we usually di-
rect our minds towards
material things. But
you must teach kids
how needs are more
than things and in-
clude emotional needs
like love, respect, etc.

STAY HEALTHY

5 spring superfoods
for weight management
S

pring is here and with it comes
an array of vegetables that are
not only tasty but nutritious too.
So, if you are planning to shed

those extra kilos you piled on during
winter, worry not! Load up your grocery
bag with the following superfoods and
include them in your daily diet to shed
excess flab.

BEETROOT
Eat them raw in salad, cook
them or make juice; beet-
roots are said to be store-
houses of potassium and can-
cer-fighting antioxidants. You can
even have them as guilt-free snacks.
Just sprinkle some olive oil, pepper
and roast in an oven. They are high
in folate and iron, both of which
help during pregnancy.

SPINACH
Spinach is undoubtedly one of
the healthiest greens you’ll get

in the market these days.
Rich in iron, fibre,

vitamins A, C and K,
and tons of pro-
tein, spinach also
contains com-
pounds, which
makes you feel

fuller. Just
add this leafy

green to your
meals every day and

notice how it benefits your
skin and hair. Spinach also
reduces blood sugar and is
also good for those suffering
from hypertension.

GREEN PEAS
The pea is not actually a vegetable. It’s a
legume, which belongs to the same fami-
ly as lentils, chickpeas and beans. It’s
packed with protein. Peas may in-
fluence weight loss due to their
protein and fibre content.
According to studies,
weight maintenance diets
that include legumes
show good results.

RADISH
Radishes are known for their high
water content, low calorie count and
are extremely filling. You can eat
them raw in salad, sneak a few slices
in your sandwich or even cook them.
A half cup of radish contains 1g of
fibre, which helps in weight loss. It

also helps lower your cho-
lesterol level. Red radish
helps in curing jaundice and
reduces the risk of diabetes as
well. Try roasting in the oven
and enjoy it with home-made hum-
mus as a high-fibre snack. This veg-
etable is tasty and super healthy.

Q.1) How
many

colours does the
sunlight spectrum
have?
A. Two B. Seven
C. Three D. Five

Q.2) Which of the
following rays is
more penetrating?
A. Beta rays
B. Alpha rays
C. Gamma rays
D. X-rays

Q.3) Nuclear fission
is caused by the
impact of ____. 
A. Neutron 
B. Proton
C. Deutron 
D. Electron

Q.4) Atoms of an

element differ from
those of all other
elements in _____.
A. Number of neutrons
and number of valence
electrons 
B. Atomic number and
number of valence 
electrons
C. Number of neutrons
and electronic configura-
tion 
D. Atomic number and
electronic configuration

Q.5) In Avogadro’s
Hypothesis, the
smallest particle of
an element that can
exist independently,
is called ____ .
A. A molecule 
B. A cation 
C. An anion 
D. An atom

A N S W E R S

QUIZ TIME (GENERAL SCIENCE)

1. B) Seven 2. C) Gamma rays 3. A) Neutron 4. D) Atomic
number and electronic configuration 5. A) A molecule

Activities

KNOWLEDGE BANK (MYTHOLOGY)

Parashurama
He is the sixth avatar of Vishnu
in Hinduism. Born as a Brahmin,
Parashurama carried traits of a
Kshatriya and is often regarded
as a Brahmin-Kshatriya. His
traits include aggression, 
warfare and valour, serenity,
prudence and patience. He, along with Hanuman
and Indrajita, is considered to be one of the very
few Atimaharathi warriors to be born on Earth. 

Analysis of all
studies revealed
that intake of
about five serv-
ings of fruits
and vegetables
daily was asso-
ciated with the 
lowest risk of
death
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